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prohibited or restricted.
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ABSTRACT
Our old financial system is failing, country debts and inflation are at an all-time high, it is time for a
change. Like it or not, digital currencies are becoming the new normal with the mass adoption from
investors and traders all around the world who have discovered a new alternative way of generating
income. Most cryptocurrency companies have not yet been accepted globally as units of payment or have
widespread utilization of blockchain technologies. With new advancements in blockchain technologies,
integration of cryptocurrencies and financial operation systems are now possible. Victorum (VCC) is a
cryptocurrency running on Binance Smart Chain with many utilization features. VCC is an all-in-one
financial system that allows trading, income generation, cashback, and online payments.VCC token value
is based on fluctuations in the cryptocurrency market and tracked by its performance rather than
speculating on a single or limited cryptocurrency list. A portion of VCC sales revenue will always be used
for future project development, marketing, branding, and other exposure services.
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INTRODUCTION
Cryptocurrencies utilizing Blockchain technology are accepted all over the world today. Cryptocurrency is
the future of finance, and it is being adopted by governments in the form of their own cryptocurrencies
because of the low-cost, easy-to-use platform(s). As digital currencies arise, so do the problems of what
cryptocurrency to choose. VCC sets out to address these problems by making a global financial and
payment system that is easier to use, costs less, and comes with high security to protect our users'
investments. Cryptocurrency refers to a form of digital asset of value that can be saved, traded,
transferred digitally to another person, or be used as a payment for goods and services. Cryptocurrencies
can be held and moved in multiple ways via the world wide web, websites, and crypto-wallets, to name a
few.
In the 1970s most countries' money was taken off the gold standard and all government-issued money
became a “fiat” currency, an “IOU” from the government that issued the currency. Fiat currencies are
centralized meaning they are owned by governments and global corporations that are in partnership with
them. The word currency means “motion” and if a fiat currency is stagnant the entire financial system
will fail. The motion includes “printing money” which lowers the overall value of the fiat currency from
year to year. We know this as inflation, which is simply another form of tax to keep the people in debt. In
contrast, cryptocurrencies do not have the limitations of fiat currencies, most have a fixed number of
coins or tokens and are considered “people’s” money. Although they are not guaranteed, they have their
relevance in today’s world because they are not centralized, they are non-inflationary because more
coins cannot be created. (this is not true of all coins and or tokens)
Cryptocurrencies value is derived from the mass adoption by the people in various methods, trading and
holding coins. Future cryptomarkets will include functionalities such as financial systems and payment
systems for increasing the likelihood of mass adoption and coin values.
Therefore, digital coins or tokens are transparent through a public ledger which can be read and tracked
by anyone with an internet connection, giving transparency to its global users. The whole process is
protected by cryptography or Blockchain technology and may exhibit an equivalent value of a tangible or
“real” currency.
The concept of cryptocurrencies was first introduced in 1983 by the introduction of a cryptographic
system called eCash. However, the first time the idea or term "cryptocurrency" was coined was in 1998.
These blind signatures prevented financial institutions from linking transactions to users, hence
providing a form of unlinked ability. Since the birth of this concept, multiple variations of the coin have
been developed, establishing systems that allow for increased anonymity and efficiency during the
transaction process. A cryptocurrency can thus be said to be a method of constituting digital "Coins" and
providing for their secure ownership and transaction using cryptographic problems.
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CORE VALUES
Transparency, Honesty, and Goodwill to our global investors and partners. We believe these values are the
keys to a long-term, successful relationship.

VISION
We aspire to improve our world and the lives of our
Global members with the adoption and use of
cryptocurrencies as an alternative way to earn
income, invest, save and make payments.

PURPOSE AND MISSION
To uphold humanity's basic fundamental right to
control their own finances and well-being.
We improve our world by the creation and
adoption of a secure, decentralized digital
financial and payment system using blockchain
technology that enables our members to save,
earn rewards, invest, withdraw and transfer
funds, and pay for goods and services anywhere
in the world using one platform. Global members,
partners, homeless Veterans, and Children will
be the primary beneficiaries through the mass
adoption of our unique services.
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BEP20
BEP-20 is a blueprint for tokens that defines how they can be spent, who can
spend them, and other rules for their usage. It represents a token standard on
Binance Smart Chain that is designed to give users more options such as
faster block times, cheap transaction costs and extends the most common
Ethereum token standard. BEP-20 was conceived as a technical specification
for Binance Smart Chain, to provide a flexible format for developers to launch
a range of different tokens. These could represent anything from shares in a
business to dollars stored in a bank vault.
Binance Smart Chain is considered to be a supreme blockchain network, as the key standouts of this
network are the functionality of Smart contracts and the compatibility with Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM). As the Binance Smart Chain or BSC runs independently, if the Binance Chain were to go down, BSC
would still run efficiently. Since the Binance Smart Chain network holds the status of being EVM
integrated, developers can link their Ethereum based projects and dApps with this platform.
Benefits and Advantages of BEP20 Token:
• One interesting feature of the BEP20 token is that other tokens from other blockchains can be pegged
on this token.
• An important aspect of BEP20 tokens is that they create a token contract on the smart chain network.
• As an incentive for those acting as validators transferring BEP20 tokens, the BNB token is provided. It
can be collected as a transaction fee, quite similar to what is observed with the BEP2 token on the
Binance Chain.
• The dual chain architecture that compliments both the Binance Chain and the Binance Smart Chain
Network and allows users to make the best of both worlds. The former will provide super-speed trading
while the latter allows Defi developers to launch dApps without taxing the Binance Network.
• The cross-chain compatibility allows for easy swapping of BEP2 tokens with their BEP20 equivalents,
thanks to the Binance Chain Wallet extensions.
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SMART CONTRACT
A smart contract is a transaction protocol that is intended to automatically
execute, control, or document legally relevant events and actions according
to the terms of a contract or an agreement. The objectives of smart
contracts are the reduction of need in trusted intermediates, arbitrations,
and enforcement costs, fraud losses, as well as the reduction of malicious
and accidental exceptions.
Nick Szabo first proposed smart contracts in the early 1990s, coined the
term, referred to as a set of promises, specified in digital form, including
protocols within which the parties perform on these promises. In the year of
2015's implementation of blockchains, the smart contract is mostly used
more specifically in the sense of general-purpose computation that takes
place on a blockchain or distributed ledger.
According to the US National Institute of Standards and Technology, the smart contract is described as a
collection of code and data, which is sometimes referred to as functions and state that is deployed using
cryptographically signed transactions on the blockchain network. In this interpretation, used for example
by the Ethereum Foundation or IBM, a smart contract is not necessarily related to the classical concept of
a contract but can be any kind of computer program.
On the other hand, Legal Academics claimed that smart contracts are not legal agreements, but rather
means of performing obligations deriving from other agreements such as technological means for the
automation of payment obligations or obligations consisting in the transfer of tokens or
cryptocurrencies. Additionally, other scholars have argued that the imperative or declarative nature of
programming languages can impact the legal validity of smart contracts.
A smart contract can also be regarded as a secured stored procedure as its execution and codified effects
like the transfer of some value between parties are strictly enforced and cannot be manipulated after a
transaction with specific contract details is stored into a blockchain or distributed ledger. That is because
the actual execution of contracts is controlled and audited by the platform, not by any arbitrary serverside programs connecting to the platform. Similar to a transfer of value on a blockchain, deployment of a
smart contract on a blockchain occurs by sending a transaction from a wallet for the blockchain. The
transaction includes the compiled code for the smart contract as well as a special receiver address. That
transaction must then be included in a block that is added to the blockchain, at which point the smart
contract's code will execute to establish the initial state of the smart contract. Such transactions with a
smart contract can invoke other smart contracts. These transactions might result in changing the state
and sending coins from one smart contract to another or from one account to another.
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DISTRIBUTION
The Victorum (VCC) will burn a total of 5 billion VCC. This amounts to 50% of the total supply of 10 billion VCC. The burning
events will be made every quarter until 5B VCC are finally destroyed.

Tokens For Burn
Token For Sale

Founders

Investors

Team and Advisors

Marketing

Development

Foundation

FUNDS USAGE

Reserve

Product Development

Business Development

Legal and Regulation

Foundation

Marketing

Partner / Investors

Contingency

SPECIFICATIONS
Token Name:

VICTORUM

Symbol:

VCC

Decimals:

18

Type:

BEP20

Block Time:

3 - 5 seconds

Protocol:

Smart Contract

Max. Supply:

10,000,000,000

Blockchain:

Binance Smart Chain
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ROAD MAP
Idea of creating a
blockchain based
banking system

Q1

2018

Q3

Market
research

Start of Team
Development

Q2

2019

Q3

Start of Company
Formation

Landing page
created

Q2

2020

Q4

White paper and
one pager created

All social media
accounts created

Q1

2021

Q2

Victorum (VCC)
deployment

Listed on
Finexbox Exchange

Q2

2021

Q3

IEO/ICO
launch

Mobile
Application

Q1

2022

Q2

Victorum
Multicurrency Wallet

Victorum
Exchange

Q3

2022

Q4

Victorum
Payment System

Victorum Payment
System Integrations

Q2

2023

Q3

Victorum
Banking

Visa/Mastercard
launch

Q4

2023
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OUR TEAM
GLADYS RAMOS

GEORGE NAUGLE

FOUNDER

PRESIDENT

CORWIN I. SALISBURY

GLEN S. COLEMAN

CEO

DIRECTOR

MIKHAIL PSHENICHNIKOV

RAMIR SANTIAGO

CTO / FULL STACK ENGINEER

CIEF MARKETING OFFICER

ERICK VILLETA

NERISSA V. ROMAN

FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER

AMBASSADOR PHILIPPINES

NICHOLAS MURRAY

JOSEPH MAJOROS

AMBASSADOR AUSTRALIA

AMBASSADOR CANADA

TONY KOSTIREVS

DAVID S. PARKER

BUSINESS ADVISOR

LEAD ADVISOR

NANAGIZ ALAKBAROVA
ADVISOR
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VALUE
Victorum Token is an innovative and new generation of cryptocurrency that is destined to revolutionize
the use of digital assets in the digital coin marketplace. VCC provides its token holders a diversified
digital and international financial services developed for the financial ecosystem. VCC Global Banking
System enables users to perform and execute daily life transactions according to their financial and
buying needs. As a decentralized cryptocurrency, VCC will have the functionality for payment of products,
services, bills, and even international borderless fund transfers. VCC combines the most reliable
blockchain technology with best-in-class assets, a finance ecosystem with unparalleled strength,
transparency, and security.
Exchangeability: VCC is exchangeable and tradable by third-party cryptocurrency wallets and by
exchanges. VCC can also be bought privately through the Victorum Token website (https://victorum.io).
Payments: VCC's modern digital currency bundles them all into one easy-to-use finance system. VCC will
attempt to become available through Visa/MasterCard's to be accepted through their global networks
and payment systems. Users will be able to pay at any place within the world that accepts
Visa/MasterCard's and other payment platforms through Victorum Bank and Payment System.
Peer-to-Peer: The Victorum Global Payment System allows personal transactions between different VCC
users.
Transactions: Perfect way to conduct real-life daily transactions and borderless fund transfers using
digital and fiat currencies within and outside the Victorum Bank and Payment System.
Reward Programs: Look forward to gaining by investing through VCC’s incentive program and other
services coming soon!
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MARKETING
STRATEGY
CONSOLIDATE THE BRAND OF VCC IN GLOBAL MARKETS.
CREATE POSITIVE INTERACTIONS WITH TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS SPECIALIZED IN
CRYPTOCURRENCY CONTENT, NEWS, AND SOCIAL NETWORKS.
STRATEGIC MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS GLOBAL PARTNERS FOR HIGHBRAND PRODUCT AND SERVICE AWARENESS.
TARGET TRADITIONAL AND DIGITAL MEDIA SOURCES TO ADVERTISE VCC’S SERVICES
WORLDWIDE.
ESTABLISH INTERNATIONAL SALES DISTRIBUTION NETWORK.
FOCUS ON THE CRYPTO INDUSTRY AND USER TESTIMONIES.

SOCIAL MEDIA
EXCHANGES
LISTINGS
REVIEWS
BLOGS
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VCC GLOBAL PAYMENT SYSTEM
Victorum Banking and Payment System enables individuals
and businesses to seamlessly use crypto and fiat currencies
as payment methods and borderless international transfer of
funds. VCC uses the Binance Smart Chain which is a
completely

independent,

standalone

blockchain

that

continues even if the main Binance Chain ever goes offline.
VCC Global Payment System integrates seamlessly with the
most popular payment gateway platforms today, simplifying
our user’s experience.
FUNCTIONALITIES:

Online / Offline VCC Global Payment System.
Store favorite crypto and fiat currencies securely using Victorum online or mobile app.
Instant International money transfers.
Email and SMS fund transfers to relatives, friends, and partners.
Make worldwide purchases, utility, and service payments using Victorum token, VCC VISA /
MasterCard as well other supported crypto and fiat currencies.
Easy deposit of crypto or fiat currency to your account.
Easy to use funds conversion cryptocurrency-fiat, cryptocurrency-cryptocurrency, or fiatcryptocurrency.
Global members receive company profit rewards, savings interest, cashback, and discounts for using
Victorum Payment System.
Worldwide adoption and business integration using Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
through VCC Payment System allowing businesses to accept payments in supported crypto and fiat
currencies.
Merchant notifications of customer payments via Email or SMS text confirmations.
VISA / MASTERCARD

Use VICTORUM VISA / MasterCard connected to the user’s
account balance to pay for purchases and withdrawal of
funds anywhere VISA / MasterCard is honored. Global
Members and Businesses are provided with transaction
history and real-time cryptocurrency rates.
All

account

logins

are

protected

by

a

two-factor

authentication system (2FA) giving the user the ability to
Accept or Deny transactions with a single click, creating a clean and seamless user experience that
prevents the confusion and uncertainty typically associated with blockchain technology using the
Victorum Payment System.
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INVESTOR PREFERENCES
Global user memberships come with different levels of support, rewards, and benefits depending on the
amount of Victorum tokens purchased.
Benefits and rewards include savings interest, cashback, premium technical support, discounts on certain
payment channels, fund exchanges, transfers, withdrawals, and more.
The higher the number of coins purchased the greater the rewards and benefits.

More details and requirements below:

Required VCC

BASIC

GOLD

PLATINUM

DIAMOND

0 - 15,000

15,001 - 75,000

75,001 - 200,000

200,001 and Up

Funds Transfer

0.5% Discount

3% Discount

6% Discount

12% Discount

Funds Exchange

0.5% Discount

3% Discount

6% Discount

12% Discount

Funds Withdrawal

0.5% Discount

3% Discount

6% Discount

12% Discount

No Discount

2% Discount

3% Discount

5% Discount

0.3%

0.6%

1.2%

2%

1.2%

1.7%

2.5%

3.5%

minimum $500

minimum $1000

minimum $1500

minimum $2000

Reward from Annual

1.2%

1.7%

3%

6%

Company Profit

Divided to all

Divided to all

Divided to all

Divided to all

Supported Payment
Channels

Cash Back

Savings Interest

Therefore, investors who invested in the project at the initial stage will receive the greatest profit.
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WHY VICTORUM (VCC)
Cryptocurrencies are start-up companies and fail because they are not accepted globally as units of
payment or have widespread Utilization and are not considered reservable currencies yet. With
thousands of new blockchain projects, competition is fierce. It is important to remember cryptocurrencies
and blockchain technology are the new cutting-edge technology that is being adopted worldwide as the
new “investment and wealth creation” of the future. Cryptocurrencies have created more new financially
free people since their inception than any other investment opportunities in human history.
Victorum (VCC) is at the forefront of this new technology and the future of the digital world. We are a
decentralized all-in-one global financial and payment platform that rewards and benefits global
members and partners.
VCC has the plans and technology to have our cryptocurrency adopted globally as units of payment. The
versatility of VCC as an investment, real-time currency rates, which is secure, has lightning-fast
transfers that cost less than traditional ways of transferring money today. VCC Visa/MasterCard will be
used worldwide for in-person and online purchases, everywhere Visa/MasterCard is honored. VCC has a
maximum supply of 10 Billion tokens and no more can ever be issued, adding more value to our coin than
traditional fiat currencies.
Advantages of investing in VICTORUM:
Investing in Victorum project at the initial stage, Global members will receive the greatest investment
opportunities and profit.
Term investment and holding of Victorum tokens will earn an additional percentage of tokens depending
on terms. Victorum cryptocurrency guarantees the availability of VCC tokens anytime, anywhere,
anyplace 24/7, 365 days a year.
Victorum members benefit from the future secure Victorum Banking and Payment System, which is
lightning-fast and costs less for cryptocurrency and international money transfers. Additional benefits
include annual profit rewards, cashback, savings interest, and more.

The traditional financial system is failing, Investors and Merchants losing rather than gaining,
international funds transfer fees are high, transactions taking longer time as
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SECURITY
The continuous growth of networks within the Victorum infrastructure may expose a large number of
single-points-of-failure, which may, in turn, deteriorate the services envisioned. These security threats
can exploit vulnerabilities of various components such as applications/interfaces, network components,
software, firmware, and physical devices, existing at different levels. Rest assured Victorum foresees
such problems and will address this threats accordingly. The users of Victorum will also interact with
these components through protocols which also may become dismantled affecting their own security
measures. There are sufficient countermeasures for security threats in place to address vulnerabilities of
this interaction at different layers to attain a specific security level. The Victorum security features have
been prepared to tackle the plausible threats as tabulated. Victorum Token security protocols are being
created on multifactor authentication models, ensuring no single point of attack is available to hackers.
Each access to the system is authorized, authenticated, and logged. Continues autonomous monitoring of
logs and active countermeasures to block access of suspect users based on integrations are in affect.

REPORTING
The development and implementation of new standards might take years depending upon any new
regulation. Currently, Victorum provides reporting based on best effort in compliance with existing
legislation, periodic reporting that will include the portfolio performance, and updates about its
performance in the cryptocurrency market. Both, the reports as well as daily updates will be made
available to the investor portal of the Victorum main website. Victorum Token also is viewable and
traceable at any time within the Binance Smart Chain explorer.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
1. VICTORUM is not providing you or anyone else legal, financial, or tax advice regarding any matter.
Check to see if you are legally able to participate in VCC’s private and or public offering. Potential
investors should consult with their own attorney, accountant, and or advisors about the above
matters.
2. VICTORUM Participants in addition to legal requirements should inform themselves of any tax
consequences within their place of citizenship, residence, or place of business before acquiring,
holding, or selling VCC. Consider your countries foreign exchange policies that may be relevant
thereto. Law may restrict the distribution of this White Paper and the offer to trade and sell VCC in
certain jurisdictions. This White Paper does not constitute an offer to sell, solicit, or offer to purchase
to any person for whom it is unlawful to do so.
3. It is the responsibility of any person wishing to take part in VICTORUM’s private opportunity to
invest and buy VCC is to inform themselves of and to observe all applicable laws and regulations.
4. Individuals who participate in this opportunity will have the option to buy, trade or sell their VCC
through Legal entities, for example, “Binance, Finexbox, P2PB2B or similar exchange platforms” that
will conduct the relevant sales and trades of VCC. Consider the English language version of all VCC
communications, media and documentation to be the only official version.
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RISK

PROSPECTIVE HOLDERS OF VCC’S SHOULD CAREFULLY CONSIDER ALL RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
ASSOCIATED WITH ANY CRYPTOCURRENCY AND THEIR UNDERLYING CONCEPTS.

AS WELL AS ALL

INFORMATION SET OUT IN THIS DOCUMENT.
IF ANY SUCH RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES DEVELOP INTO ACTUAL EVENTS, THE COMPANY, ITS FINANCIAL
CONDITION, RESULTS TO OPERATIONS, AND PROSPECTS OF THE COMPANY MAY BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED.
IN SUCH CASES YOU MAY LOSE ALL OR PART OF THE VALUE OF YOUR VCC TOKEN.

71-75 Shelton Street,

US: +1 707 726 2992

London, Greater London,

Email: info@victorum.io

UNITED KINGDOM

Web: www.victorum.io
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